The We give the explicit construction of measure px on the space of absolutely continuous trajectories and prove that it is concentrated on the set of polygonal paths.
§ I. Introduction
In this note we obtain the functional integral representations of solutions of Schrodinger equations describing systems with external electromagnetic fields and discuss their relations with Feynman paths integrals. The scalar and vector potentials used in these considerations are given by Fourier transforms of scalar and vector valued complex measures. To find the solution of Schrodinger equation in the form which allows the construction of its functional integral representation we use the method of Dyson series and allow the mass parameter m to be any complex number in the upper half-plane, m^C + ={m: Imw^O, w=£0} . Directly related to the Dyson series solutions are Feynman path integrals in the interpretation of Maslov-Cebotariev [MC] , [CM] , [CHRS] and Albeverio-H0egh-Krohn [AHK] . They give the meaning to I exp[z7A{S 0 (ft>)+S/(a>)}]rfo) through \exp[(z'/A)5 0 (cw)]fl(^/(a>), where fjtj is the measure on the space of paths constructed from the interaction part exp [(z'/#)S/(co)] of the amplitude of probability exp[z7^{5 0 (a>)+5/(a>)}]. We give the explicit construction of measure px on the space of absolutely continuous trajectories and prove that it is concentrated on the set of polygonal paths.
We restrict our considerations to potentials which are time independent. All results can be generalized to time dependent scalar and vector fields [OPC] , These generalizations do not carry any conceptual novelites, and are technically troublesome, so we do not distract our attention to discuss them.
Let x and y denote points in R d . Then x-y is a scalar product of x and y, \x\ is the Euclidean norm of x and x 2 is the short notation for x-x. We shall treat the quantum system described by the Lagrangian
where cv(x) and a(x) denote scalar and vector (electromagnetic) fields, respectively. Thus the Hamiltonian of the investigated quantum system has the form
as we treat the Planck's constant h to be equal to 1. The functions a and satisfy the following assumptions: [OPC] . Let also the condition supp ^c5 fe / 2 be satisfied for measure f.
We denote the class of potentials I by v\ and, consequently, the class of potentials II by vJf/ 2 . For convenience, we shall denote by \\f\\ the total variation of measure Y (HrlK 00 ) and write /jt'=(l/2m)Y*Y + p* G"'^»4) where * denotes the convolution of measures 7epf /2 . The fact that /* u ei4 ^n ( i Y^Vk/z implies that cy and a have bounded derivatives up to any order,,
In all the foregoing considerations the condition of compact support for measure /*" may be relaxed when the case without the electromagnetic field, i.e., a=0, is treated. We write then /* u eiA Definition L The -£ z (R d We start with the construction of the functional measure in the case of a system without an electromagnetic field (i.e., when a=0). The main steps are the same for the situation where an electromagnetic field is present (i.e., when a^O) and they will be presented in the second part of this section.
Step 1. The Space of Trajectories 
and by S* the J* image of S, i.e.
S x =^x(5). (2.7)
In particular, every element s x eS* can be expressed as the value of map S x at some point seS. Thus from (2.1) and (2.3) we have that every s*eS x has the polygonal form Step 2. The Measure on Polygonal Paths
The Borel structure on every flj, n<^N, is assumed to be the standard one for this subset of J2*< 2B +» Euclidean space [DSch] . The Borel structure on S x is induced from the Borel structure on Q x by the isomorphic mapping S x . Let us denote a Borel <r-algebra in Q x by &% and its representation in S£ by £J. On measurable spaces (£?£, $1} (and (S£, ££)) we define a complex (bounded) measure ££ n by settinĝ and substitute the explicit form (2.11) of measure ft n we find from (2.19) that
) "• dp(a n )dt 1 ••• ^n j (2.21)
Step 5. 
Xexp f^jjaijx dv(a 0 )d^.(ai) ••• dp 9 (a n )dti'~ dt n , 
The Interpretation
(i) Maslov-Cebotariev interpretation [MC] .
First let us observe that every a t which appears in polygonal trajectories of the form (2.8) can be interpreted as a change in momentum (or velocity) at an instant ti (z=0, 1, 2, •••)• This allows us to interpret p n as a measure on polygonal trajectories representing sequences of velocity alterations. These velocity changes are caused by instantaneous, independent interactions and are characterized by complex valued distributions p v (and v at the initial moment). Between instantaneous interactions, the evolution is free so the action functional on the s£ polygonal path can be expressed as the sum of free actions over all straight segments of this trajectory, i. e. it is l/2wi(sj, sj). Thus the momentum representation of the amplitude of probability on polygonal trajectories may be written as exp[-(z/2?n)(s£, s*)]. Consequently, j 5a: exp[-(//2>n)(sS, sS)]rf^n (sS) is a weighted (with respect to ^-interaction sequences) sum of free probability amplitude over S£ (the set of n-vertex polygonal trajectories). Therefore sg) can be recognized as "a sum over all trajectories, of the probability amplitude" of the quantum system under consideration.
This interpretation is in fact better understood in the context of ^-representation of Schrodinger equation.
For such an equation, with initial condition </> Q and potential ^V given via measures v and p. 0 on the space of velocities a, a^R d , the term exp hf jb#i) x\ is absent in the Dyson series (2.23). Thus measure (2.11) is also postulated without this term and the above described interpretation becomes more straightforward [MC] .
(ii) Albeverio-H0egh-Krohn interpretation [AHK] .
Lemma L For the functional f n on S£ defined as 
Proof. If we substitute (2.11), (2.20), (2.24) and (2.26) into the LHS of (2.25) and notice that Fubini's Theorem can be applied to the obtained expression we find 
For mej?\{0} the equalities (2.27) and (2.28) can be interpreted in the sense of analytic continuation. D Let us notice now that / n (s£) given by (2.24) and (2.11), i.e.
can be written, thanks to the form (2.22a, b) of </>" and &S, as
The equality (2.25) suggests that for the functional / on M x defined as a natural extension of functions f n on S£, n^N, i.e. .33) i.e. that it represents the "sum over all trajectories of the probability amplitude Remark. It is also possible to perform the similar construction in the circumstance when the family of regular polygonal trajectories is chosen [MC, Tr] as the dense set in M x instead of S x . By regular polygonal trajectories we understand polygonals with uniformly distributed vertices over the time axis (i.e. for fixed n we have that t t in (2.1) and (2.8) are simply quantum system under consideration [MC] and that the Maslov-Cebotariev [MC] and Albeverio-Hoegh-Krohn [Tr] interpretations are valid also in the case when as the set sustaining the measure /*/ the collection of regular trajectories is chosen. Finally, let us mention that it is possible to find other specific procedures which allow us to approximate the functional integral
on the set of regular polygonals [Tr, Th. 4] or J JC X general polygonals [CSt, Ths. 1 & 2] without in fact constructing measures fjt on any set of polygonal paths [CSt, Tr] .
Let us now generalize our results to the case of quantum systems which are under the influence of the external electromagnetic field a, aepf /2 . The full Hamiltonian for such a system is given by (1.2) and we have the following result. for n sufficiently large, where \fjt'\, IT*], U n | are total variation measures associated with complex measures ^', 7 and ^n, respectively, and ^ is the radius of the sphere which contains the support of $". As we have V(x, Vx)=H(x, Vz)-H Q (1.2) from which A is constructed is inconsistent with the perturbation to the free Lagrangian Lf ree and does not allow us to generalize the Albeverio-H0egh-Krohn interpretation to the case of quantum system under the influence of the external electromagnetic field. Though Lemma 1 can still be proved for the evolution SEv(C"(/Z d ); i4, vjj?/ 2 ), the (2.30) type equality cannot as the functional f n given by f n (s%)=\ ^exppCsJ, s^)]^^) is inconsistent with . rr(-/^-(asg)-ci/(sg))fir r ]V(sg(Q)). Consequently, the validity of n ! LJo\ dr / J r the (2.33) type equality on which the Albeverio-Hdegh-Krohn interpretation is based is unfounded for the quantum evolution in the presence of an external electromagnetic field.
